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Prehistoric Bantu-Khoisan language contact: A cross-disciplinary approach

Abstract

Click consonants are one of the hall-marks of “Khoisan” languages of southern Africa. They
are also found in some Bantu languages, where they are usually assumed to have been 
copied from Khoisan languages. We review the southern African Bantu languages with 
clicks and discuss in what way they may have obtained these unusual consonants. We draw 
on both linguistic data and genetic results to gain insights into the sociocultural processes 
that may have played a role in the prehistoric contact. Our results show that the copying of 
clicks accompanied large-scale inmarriage of Khoisan women into Bantu-speaking 
communities and took place in situations where the Khoisan communities may have had 
relatively high prestige. In the Kavango-Zambezi transfrontier region this must have taken 
place at an early stage of the Bantu immigration, possibly because small groups of food 
producers entering a new territory were dependent on the autochthonous communities for 
local knowledge.
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1 Introduction

Southern Africa is characterized by the presence of two typologically distinct groups of 
indigenous languages: the Bantu languages and the so-called “Khoisan” languages. The 
Bantu languages form a close-knit genealogical unit that is widespread over sub-Saharan 
Africa. It is commonly assumed that this immense spread was accomplished by the gradual 
dispersal of expanding sedentary communities from the Grass elds region of Cameroon 
starting ~5,000 years ago and reaching southern Africa some 3,000 years later (Vansina, 
1995: 189; Phillipson, 2005: 245 ; Blench, 2006: 126; Bostoen, 2007; Bostoen et al., 2015; 
Grollemund et al., 2015). In contrast to the closely related Bantu languages, the Khoisan 
languages of southern Africa belong to three separate language families, the genealogical 
relationship of which has yet to be demonstrated (Güldemann, 2014). These are Kx'a (Heine 
& Honken, 2010), Tuu (Güldemann, 2005), and Khoe-Kwadi (Güldemann, 2004; 
Güldemann & Elderkin, 2010) (roughly corresponding to what Greenberg (1963) called 
Northern, Southern, and Central Khoisan). Speakers of Kx'a and Tuu languages might be the
descendants of the Late Stone Age peoples of southern Africa (Pickrell et al., 2012; 
Schlebusch et al., 2012), while the Khoe-Kwadi languages are hypothesized to have been 
later arrivals from eastern Africa (Güldemann, 2008). Whereas the majority of groups 
speaking known Khoisan languages are or were until recently foragers, some – most notably
the Nama of Namibia – are pastoralists. There is archaeological evidence that pastoralists 
preceded agriculturalists in southern Africa by a few centuries (Mitchell, 2002; Pleurdeau et 
al., 2012). The immigrating agriculturalists, who are generally considered to have been 
Bantu-speakers, can therefore be assumed to have come into contact with both hunter-
gatherers and pastoralists who most probably spoke Khoisan languages (Güldemann, 2008).

One of the salient characteristics of all the languages belonging to the three Khoisan 
families is the presence of click consonants which generally have a high functional load; that
is, they tend to occur in a high proportion of lexical items (Güldemann & Stoneking, 2008; 
Sands & Güldemann, 2009). Although clicks are cross-linguistically extremely rare, they are
found in some Bantu languages of southern Africa in addition to the Khoisan languages. 
These consonants are not found in Bantu languages outside the area in which Khoisan 
languages are distributed. They therefore have not been reconstructed to Proto-Bantu
(Meeussen, 1967: 83), and it is widely accepted that they were transferred to these Bantu 
languages from some Khoisan language(s) via contact (Voßen, 1997; Herbert, 2002; 
Maddieson, 2003; Güldemann & Stoneking, 2008; Sands & Güldemann, 2009). In this 
paper, we attempt to elucidate the possible prehistoric sociocultural contact situations that 
led to the copying of these highly rare and salient phonemes into Bantu languages by 
looking at both linguistic and molecular genetic data. 
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It should be noted from the outset that this article synthesizes data published previously: 
for the original results of genetic analyses of populations speaking Bantu languages with 
clicks readers are referred especially to Barbieri et al. (2013a) and Marks et al. (2015), while
the linguistic details concerning the copying of clicks into some of the Bantu languages are 
discussed in depth in Gunnink et al. (2015). After a brief discussion of our cross-disciplinary
approach in Section 1.1, we review the existence of click consonants in Bantu languages and
discuss the considerable di erences in size and origin of their click inventories in Section 2. 
These di erences raise the question that we try to answer in this article, namely why some 
Bantu languages copied large numbers of click consonants and rmly integrated them into 
their phonology and lexicon, while others copied far fewer such consonants or none at all. In
Section 3, we review the molecular anthropological evidence for prehistoric contact between
Khoisan and Bantu-speaking populations. Interestingly, not only do Bantu-speaking 
populations with click languages show evidence for intimate contact with autochthonous 
populations,  but so do populations whose languages have not incorporated clicks. In Section
4, we discuss the discrepancy between the linguistic and the genetic evidence for contact 
with Khoisan. We suggest two possible explanations: 1) the contact may not always have 
induced copying of salient click consonants, but could in some cases have led to structural 
changes which are more di cult to detect, and 2) the initial contact between Khoisan and 
Bantu languages might have led to the copying of clicks into more Bantu languages than 
those currently attested, with subsequent click loss taking place in some of them. In Section 
5, we discuss the genetic evidence that the clicks in southeast Bantu click languages were 
copied in close interactions not with Khoisan foragers, but with pastoralists as hypothesized 
previously, and in Section 6 we discuss the genetic insights into the prehistoric contact 
between Khoisan peoples and the Fwe and Mbukushu, who speak southwest Bantu click 
languages. Section 7 concludes the paper by drawing together all the threads of the 
argument.

1.1 Assumptions underlying our approach
In our cross-disciplinary approach we assume that historical processes a ecting peoples, 
such as migrations and especially contact with groups speaking di erent languages, shape 
both their genetic material (which we simplistically call “genes”) and the ways in which 
they speak (which we simplistically call “languages”). Whereas in humans genes are 
transferred strictly vertically, from parents to their o spring, languages can be transferred 
horizontally as well, with children learning languages not only from their parents, but also 
from their peers (Kerswill, 2006), resulting in multilingualism and potentially a complete 
shift in language. These fundamental di erences between genes and languages mean that 
historical processes will leave di erent traces, so that studying each domain separately 
allows inferences about and insights into di erent aspects of the historical situation. 
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Combining the insights gained from genetic studies with those obtained from linguistic 
investigations thus has the potential of achieving a fuller understanding of the prehistoric 
events that shaped them (cf. Pakendorf, 2014a for a more elaborate discussion of this 
approach). 

A fundamental problem is to know whether one is indeed comparing languages and genes
that have undergone the same historical process. Since both are carried by humans who form
groupings of varying size with a shared culture, language and self-identi cation, a common 
means of delimiting units of comparison is to use the self-identity of donors of genetic 
samples as a proxy for discrete “populations”, and to align these with the language 
identi ed as the donors’ native language. This approach is not unquestionable, since social 
anthropologists and historians have argued for a long time that ethnic identity is a uid 
concept, especially in modern Africa, where individuals, who are generally multilingual, 
may a liate themselves with di erent ethnolinguistic groups at di erent times depending on
the situation or their interlocutor (Vail, 1989; Ranger, 1993; Lentz, 1995; Amselle & 
M'Bokolo, 1999; Tarimo, 2011). Accordingly, it cannot be taken for granted that 
ethnolinguistic groups are stable immutable units with one gene pool and one language to be
shaped by historical processes. Nevertheless, analyses of data covering the entire human 
genome have shown that self-identi ed ethnolinguistic groups may form genetically 
coherent units, even in Africa (Pickrell et al., 2012; Schlebusch et al., 2012). If 
ethnolinguistic identity were merely based on the perceived interest of individuals when 
sampled, one would not expect that persons with the same self-identi cation form discrete 
clusters in principal components analyses. Despite the uidity of ethnic and linguistic 
a liation and the widespread multilingualism found in modern-day Africa, ancestry still 
plays an important role in shaping the ethnolinguistic identity and the intergenerational 
transmission of language, especially in the more rural parts of the continent, where most of 
the genetic samples considered here were collected. So even if the cross-disciplinary 
approach taken here is of needs overly simplistic, we consider it to be the best possible 
attempt for the time being to glean insights about prehistoric processes using complementary
data from two di erent disciplines. We thereby hope to provide a solid basis for subsequent 
work that might take into account more complex scenarios. 

2 Clicks in Bantu languages

2.1 Bantu languages with clicks
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Although it is fairly well-known that clicks may be used paralinguistically in many 
languages (including English) (Gil 2005), it is less well-known that there are a number of 
Bantu languages in which clicks occur as marginal phonemes, occuring in at most a handful 
of lexical items, often ideophones1. Clicks are marginal sounds in Kgalagadi (Dickens 1986, 
29-30; Lukusa and Monaka 2008, 10; van der Merwe and Schapera 1943) and in the 
Ngwato variety of Tswana (Tlale 2005, 209-210). It is di cult to identify possible Khoisan 
sources, but some of these words may be the result of contact, such as Kgalagadi mo-nǃú 
'big intestine' (Dickens 1986: 29), possibly copied from Naro [ǃuù] 'large intestine' (Visser 
2001, 166). However, marginal clicks also occur in Bantu languages outside of southern 
Africa, e.g. in Digo spoken on both sides of the Tanzanian-Kenyan border (Walsh 2006) and
Ntandu spoken in the western DRC (Daeleman 1966, 44), as well as in non-African 
languages (e.g. Nathan 2001). Hence, clicks by themselves cannot be taken as evidence of 
contact with (southern African) Khoisan languages, contrary to widespread assumptions. 
Rather, they may have originated through independent innovations.  

In contrast to these languages where clicks are marginal sounds, there are a number of 
other Bantu languages in which clicks constitute regular phonemes: they are found not only 
in a handful of lexemes, but in at least 60 and up to 2400 words, and clicks occur in many 
types of words, not just ideophones. These Bantu languages are spoken in two distinct areas 
of sub-Saharan Africa, namely the southeast and the southwest (Fig. 1). In the southeast, 
regular clicks are found in languages of the Nguni group (Xhosa, Zulu, Southern and 
Zimbabwean Ndebele, Swati2, and Phuthi) as well as in Southern Sotho. We here call this 
group of languages the “southeast Bantu” (SEB) languages. In the southwest, clicks are 
found in languages spoken in the Kavango-Zambezi transfrontier region of Angola, Zambia, 
Botswana, and Namibia, namely in Yeyi, Fwe, Mbukushu, Manyo, and Kwangali (Gunnink 
et al., 2015). We use the term “southwest Bantu” (SWB) languages to designate them. 

[Insert Fig.1 here]
Within the SWB and SEB languages, there are di erences between regiolects or 

sociolects as to whether clicks occur as regular consonants, as marginal sounds or not at all. 
For example, Zimbabwean Ndebele and Ndebele spoken in what used to be the southern 
Transvaal (now the Gauteng and Mpumalanga provinces of South Africa) maintain clicks, 
while Northern Ndebele (spoken in what is now the Limpopo province) has replaced them 
with velar consonants (Ziervogel, 1959: 32-33). At the time of Ziervogel’s research, some 
older speakers of the Northern variety had still retained clicks in terms for a few plant 
species, but nowadays clicks no longer occur in even these few items (Skhosana, 2009). 

1 Ideophones are “a vivid representation of an idea in sound” (Doke 1935: 118) that are “noted for their 
special sound patterns, distinct grammatical properties, and sensory meanings….” (Dingemanse 2012: 654).
2 Swati here includes Bhaca (Baca), which some might consider a separate language (Hallowes, 1942).  
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Similarly, the southernmost variety of Fwe uses clicks more frequently than the central 
variety, and the northernmost variety has no clicks at all (Gunnink, forthcoming). 

2.2 Origins of clicks in Bantu languages
In contrast to frequent assumptions, clicks in Bantu languages cannot automatically be 
assumed to be the result of contact with Khoisan languages. There are three main sources of 
click words in Bantu languages that we have identi ed: 1) clicks could have been copied 
from other Bantu languages, 2) they could have been copied from Khoisan languages, and 3)
they could have been innovated in particular lexical items in languages that have copied 
clicks as regular phonemes. This is exempli ed by the occurrence of clicks in words of 
Bantu origin in the SEB and SWB languages (Herbert, 2002: 299; Gunnink et al., 2015: 
205) and even in copies from European languages, such as the Manyo word |umáte 'tomato',
where a /t/ has been replaced with a dental click (Bostoen & Sands, 2012: 133; Gunnink et 
al., 2015: 206). 

With respect to the copying of clicks among Bantu languages, up to 50% of click words 
are shared between the SWB languages Manyo, Kwangali, and Mbukushu, with Manyo 
playing a central role in their di usion (Gunnink et al., 2015). Similarly, 376 Xhosa words 
with clicks (~16% of the total) also occur in Zulu and Southern Sotho (Bourquin, 1951). 
Clicks have also been copied from Nguni languages into other Bantu languages, though in 
these ultimate recipients clicks appear to be marginal, given the very limited numbers of 
lexical items that have been attested. Southern Sotho is an exception, since here clicks 
consitute regular phonemes (see Table 1). Some languages of Mozambique appear to have 
copied lexical items with clicks from Zulu: Tsonga (Doke, 1954: 180-182; Baumbach, 1974:
6-7, 25 33, 41, 45, Passy 1914); Ronga (A do et al., 1989: 111-118); Tswa (Persson 1932));
Ndau (Mkanganwi, 1972; A do et al., 1989: 80-86) and Chopi3 (Bailey, 1995). In 
Zimbabwe, clicks are found in some Midlands varieties of Karanga (Pongweni, 1990). The 
Mzimba variety of Tumbuka, spoken in Malawi, has clicks which appear to have been 
copied from either Zulu or Ngoni (Moyo, 1995). In addition, it appears that in one case, at 
least, a Khoisan language copied clicks from a Bantu language: the extinct ǃUi language, 
ǁXegwi copied words with alveolar clicks from Swati, e.g. ǃala4 'begin' (Lanham & 
Hallowes, 1956: 46), after having lost inherited alveolar clicks (Sands, 2007).

Where there is evidence that click words were indeed copied from Khoisan languages, 
the SEB and SWB languages di er in whether these source languages were spoken by 
pastoralists or foragers. The SEB languages have copied signi cant numbers of lexical items

3 According to Bailey (1995, 147), female and younger male speakers of Chopi tend to use velars in place of
the clicks. 
4 In  Bantu  languages  with  an  o cial  orthography,  clicks  are  represented  with  <c>,  <q>  and  <x>
respectively. In this paper, we represent all clicks, both in Khoisan and in Bantu words, with IPA symbols.
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with clicks from now-extinct varieties of the Khoekhoe branch of the Khoe family which 
were spoken by pastoralists (e.g. Anders, 1937; Bourquin, 1951; Louw, 1977a, b). Evidence 
for loans into SEB from Tuu languages spoken by foragers is far more limited – possibly 
due to the lack of documentation of these forager languages. Languages belonging to the !Ui
branch of Tuu are historically known to have been spoken in the Eastern Cape, and 
possible !Ui sources for certain Nguni words are attested (du Plessis, forthcoming). There 
are often unexplained phonological mismatches between the !Ui and SEB items, however, so
that it is unclear if these are really copies. In contrast, the SWB groups are or were until 
recently in known contact only with foragers; these speak !Xuun, a Ju lect belonging to the 
Kx'a family, as well as Khwe, a language belonging to the West Kalahari branch of the 
Khoe-Kwadi family (Güldemann, 2014: 26). The SWB languages have adopted lexemes 
from various Ju lects, and also, but in smaller numbers, from Khwe, with a small number 
possibly stemming from Khoe languages spoken in Eastern and Central Botswana. In 
addition, a substantial proportion of the click words in the SWB languages cannot be traced 
to any known Khoisan language, suggesting that the contact may have taken place with 
languages that are now extinct (Gunnink et al., 2015). 

2.3. Di erences in click inventories
The Bantu click languages di er considerably with respect to the inventory and functional 
load of their click phonemes (Table 1). In several Nguni languages and Yeyi, click inventory
sizes are relatively large (comprising 10-30 phonemes), while Manyo, Kwangali, Mbukushu,
and Fwe have only four or ve distinct click phonemes. The number of words with clicks 
also di ers considerably between the Southeast Bantu languages and Yeyi on the one hand 
(with up to 27% of the lexicon carrying a click consonant) and Manyo, Kwangali, 
Mbukushu and Fwe on the other, where only ~1% of the lexicon comprises a click (Gunnink
et al., 2015).  

The estimates of the proportion of the lexicon carrying a click consonant are based on 
manual counts in dictionaries or word lists for the following languages: Zulu (Doke et al., 
1958), Xhosa (McLaren, 1968), Southern Ndebele (Shabangu & Swanepoel, 1989), 
Zimbabwean Ndebele (Pelling, 1966), Swati (Rycroft, 1981), Phuthi (Donnelly, 2007), 
Southern Sotho (Mabille et al., 1961), Manyo (Möhlig and Shiyaka-Mberema, 2005), 
Kwangali (Kloppers et al., 1994), and Mbukushu (Wynne, 1980). The estimate for Fwe is 
based on KB’s and HG’s eldwork, while for Yeyi we cite the estimates provided by
Sommer & Voßen (1992) (who base their estimate for Namibian Yeyi on the word list in 
Donnelly, 1990).

Table 1: Click inventories and functional load of clicks in Bantu languages of southern 
Africa. 
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Group Language # of click types5 # click phonemes6 Proportion of 
lexicon (%)

SEB (Nguni)

Zulu 3 15 227

Xhosa 3 18 26.8
Ndebele 0 (Northern)

2 (Southern)
3 (Zimbabwean)

0 (Northern)
8 (Southern)8

15 (Zimbabwean)

0 (Northern)
6.6 (Southern)
8.1 (Zimbabwean)

Swati 1 4 12
Phuthi 3 12 7.7

SEB S. Sotho 19 3 3-5

SWB

Yeyi 2 (Namibia)
4 (Botswana)

12 (Namibia) 
22 (Botswana)

10 (Namibia)
15 (Botswana)

Manyo 1 5 1.3
Kwangali 1 5 210

Mbukushu 1 4 0.8
Fwe 1 4 ~1

Sources: Zulu (Doke, 1947, Doke et al. 1958), Xhosa (McLaren, 1948, 1968), Ndebele
(Pelling & Pelling, 1974; Bowern & Lotridge, 2002; Skhosana, 2009), Swati (Ziervogel, 
1952; Nussbaum et al., 1969; Rycroft, 1981; Taljaard et al., 1991), Phuthi (Donnelly, 2007), 
Southern Sotho (Mabille et al., 1961; Moeketsi, 1991), Namibian Yeyi (Seidel, 2008), 
Botswana Yeyi (Sommer & Voßen, 1992; Lukusa, 2009), Manyo (Möhlig, 1967; Möhlig & 
Shiyaka-Mberema, 2005), Kwangali (Dammann, 1957; Kloppers et al., 1994), Mbukushu

5 Click type refers to the place of articulation of the click, as well as the direction of air ow (central vs. 
lateral). Among ve known click types, Bantu languages make use of four: dental <ǀ>, lateral <ǁ>, alveolar 
<!> and palatal <ǂ>. In the table, we count the number of phonemic click types found in each language, 
disregarding possible phonetic variation.
6 Click phoneme refers to the click type together with other aspects of articulation, such as voicing, aspiration, 
or nasalization. Thus, /n!/ di ers from /g!/ in the same way that /n/ di ers from /d/, and each count as a 
separate consonant. 
7 Note that our estimates for click words in Zulu and Xhosa are much larger than previous estimates, e.g. 
Herbert 1990: 122 writes “It is estimated that approximately one-sixth of Xhosa words and one-seventh of 
Zulu words contain clicks […]” – this would amount to 16.7% and 14.3% of click words in Xhosa and Zulu, 
respectively.
8 This gure does not include the nasal lateral click which occurs in a few ideophones and de-ideophonic verbs
(Skhosana, 2009: 54). 
9 Moeketsi (1991) lists a few ideophones with nasal lateral and dental clicks, but these are not included in the
totals of Southern Sotho click types and phonemes.
10 We nd 67 words with clicks in Kwangali and Fwe and 64 in Mbukushu (Gunnink et al., 2015: 198). 
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(Fisch, 1977; Wynne, 1980), Fwe (K. Bostoen eld notes, Bostoen & Sands, 2012, H. 
Gunnink eld notes). 

It is clear from Table 1 that there are substantial di erences among the SEB and SWB 
languages with respect to their clicks: Zulu, Xhosa (both SEB) and Yeyi (SWB) have large 
click inventories and these consonants occur in a large proportion of lexemes, while in 
Southern Sotho (SEB) and Manyo, Kwangali, Mbukushu, and Fwe (all SWB) click 
inventories are small and only a small proportion of the lexicon carries a click. Furthermore,
within the SWB languages Manyo, Kwangali, and Mbukushu form a closely connected 
group: they share about a third of their click words, as mentioned above, with Manyo 
probably playing a central role in this intra-Bantu di usion process (Gunnink et al., 2015).  
Fwe stands apart from this little group: it shares only two click words with Manyo, one of 
which occurs in all ve SWB languages. 

The di erences among the southern African Bantu languages are quite striking and raise 
the question which is at the heart of this article: why did some languages copy large 
numbers of click consonants and rmly integrate them into their phonology and lexicon, 
while others copied far fewer such consonants, and yet other languages didn’t copy any 
clicks at all, or at most one or two lexemes? Since copied click consonants are a very 
particular outcome of language contact we next turn to a survey of molecular 
anthropological studies to elucidate the extent of contact between immigrating Bantu speech 
communities and autochthonous peoples speaking Khoisan languages. 

 3 Molecular anthropological evidence for population contact in southern Africa

3.1 Khoisan genetic lineages
Genetic contact between Bantu-speaking food producers and autochthonous foragers 
presumably speaking Khoisan languages can be relatively straightforwardly detected with 
analyses of mitochondrial DNA and the Y-chromosome. Mitochondrial DNA is passed on 
exclusively from mothers to their o spring, so that investigating the variation contained in 
mtDNA sequences permits one to trace back the maternal (pre)history of populations. The 
Y-chromosome, in contrast, is found only in males and is thus passed on only from fathers 
to their sons; this therefore o ers a means of studying the paternal (pre)history of 
populations. Both the Y-chromosome and mtDNA are passed on largely intact from 
generation to generation; variation is introduced only through new mutations (Jobling & 
Tyler-Smith, 2003; Pakendorf & Stoneking, 2005). Such mutations can be used to de ne 
groups of molecules that descend from a common ancestor (called "haplogroups"), much as 
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shared innovations are used in historical linguistics to de ne genealogically related 
subgroups11. 

In southern Africa, most Khoisan-speaking populations are characterized by high 
frequencies of speci c mtDNA and Y-chromosome haplogroups, which are otherwise found 
only in populations that are very likely to have been in intimate contact with Khoisan-
speaking groups (Wood et al., 2005; Behar et al., 2008; Soodyall et al., 2008; Barbieri et al.,
2013b; Barbieri et al., 2014a; Barbieri et al., 2014b). The mtDNA haplogroups that are 
characteristic of Khoisan-speaking populations are labelled L0d and L0k, the Y-
chromosomal ones are A2, A3b1, and B2b. The common ancestor of the di erent lineages 
belonging to each haplogroup can be dated with molecular methods: for L0d this is ~95,000 
years, for L0k ~40,000 years (Barbieri et al., 2013b), for A2 ~ 30,000 years, for A3b1 
~55,000 years, and for B2b ~60,000 years (Barbieri et al., 2016). Given the old age of these 
mtDNA and Y-chromosome lineages and the fact that many of the Khoisan-speaking groups
who until recently led a foraging way of life are genetically quite distinct from other peoples
in Africa (Pickrell et al., 2012; Schlebusch et al., 2012), it is a reasonable assumption that 
these Khoisan-speaking foragers represent the descendants of the autochthonous peoples of 
southern Africa who were settled in the region before the immigration of food-producing 
peoples. Given the strong – though by no means exclusive – association of these 
autochthonous genetic lineages with Khoisan languages, we here assume that the 
autochthonous peoples the Bantu-speaking immigrants came into contact with 1,200-2,000 
years ago would also have spoken Khoisan languages12 with clicks. This assumption is 
further strengthened by the distribution of copied click consonants in the Bantu languages of
southern Africa. We therefore use the label “Khoisan” interchangeably with 
“autochthonous” when discussing the genetic lineages. 

The autochthonous haplogroups are not commonly found in Bantu-speaking populations, 
with the exception of those who live in the vicinity of Khoisan-speaking groups (Wood et 
al., 2005; Batini et al., 2011; de Filippo et al., 2011; Barbieri et al., 2013b), so that it is 
accepted that they were not part of the gene pool of the ancestors of the Bantu-speaking 
people who immigrated into southern Africa after ~2000 BP. The presence of mtDNA 
haplogroups L0d and/or L0k and Y-chromosome haplogroups A2, A3b1, and/or B2b in 
Bantu-speaking populations of southern Africa therefore provides clear evidence of physical 
contact with autochthonous peoples, i.e. of gene ow from Khoisan-speaking peoples into 

11 For a slightly more detailed explanation of these concepts, see  Pakendorf (2014a, 2014b); for a thorough
introduction to molecular anthropology, see Stoneking (forthcoming).
12 It should be kept in mind that “Khoisan” is not a label for a linguistic genealogical unit; rather it subsumes 
the non-Bantu indigenous languages of southern Africa that are characterized by click consonants. Our 
assumption that the autochthonous foragers of southern Africa spoke Khoisan languages therefore does not 
imply that these languages would have necessarily been genealogically related to those spoken nowadays.
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the Bantu-speaking populations13. In this way, the autochthonous haplogroups are the genetic
equivalent of click consonants: both the haplogroups and the clicks identify instances of 
contact between immigrant speakers of Bantu languages and autochthonous speakers of 
Khoisan languages. An additional advantage of the genetic markers is that they can shed 
light on the extent to which the gene ow was sex-biased – that is, to what extent it was 
predominantly women or predominantly men of the autochthonous communities that 
contributed to the gene pool of Bantu speech communities. This is possible thanks to the 
sex-speci c patterns of inheritance of mtDNA and the Y-chromosome.  

3.2 Molecular anthropological insights into prehistoric contact situations
With the help of molecular anthropological studies, it is possible to distinguish between 
three types of prehistoric contact situation that may have characterized the interactions 
between Bantu-speaking food producers and autochthonous Khoisan-speaking peoples (cf. 
Pakendorf, 2014a: 631-634). First of all, the (near) absence of both mtDNA haplogroups 
L0d and L0k and Y-chromosomal haplogroups A2, A3b1, and B2b would be an indication 
that the click consonants entered the Bantu languages in the absence of intimate social 
contact with Khoisan-speaking peoples, a situation termed “culture contact” by Ross (2003: 
192) . This kind of contact situation involves what Van Coetsem (2000: 32, 53-54) calls 
“borrowing”, namely the adoption of lexemes from the source language by speakers who 
are dominant in the recipient language (and who might be only marginally familiar with the 
source language). However, the copying of phonemes is quite rare (Winford, 2010: 176) and
requires fairly widespread bilingualism with prestige attached to the source language
(Matras, 2009: 225; Lev-Ari et al., 2014: 671).

Secondly, the presence of (substantial proportions of) both autochthonous mtDNA and 
autochthonous Y-chromosomal lineages in the Bantu-speaking populations would indicate 
that entire communities of Khoisan-speaking foragers gave up their native languages and 
shifted to the languages and ultimately the way of life of the immigrating food producers. In
this case, the click consonants would be the result of “imposition” (Van Coetsem, 2000: 32, 
53-54), that is, the process by which shifting speakers carry over phonemes from their 
dominant language into the recipient language (i.e. the language they are shifting to).

Lastly, the presence in the Bantu-speaking populations of either autochthonous mtDNA 
lineages or autochthonous Y-chromosomal lineages, but not both, would be an indication of 
sex-biased gene ow from Khoisan-speaking groups into the Bantu-speaking populations. In
this case, it would have been either women or men who married into the farming 

13 The matter is more complicated than depicted here with respect to haplogroup B2b. This is not only common
in  Khoisan  of  southern  Africa,  but  also  in  forager  populations  of  the  Central  African  rainforest.  For
simplicity’s sake we here assume that all B2b chromosomes in southern African Bantu – of which there are
only a few – come from Khoisan admixture. 
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communities. Such sex-biased intermarriage cannot be unambiguously associated with a 
speci c linguistic contact situation. However, depending on the extent of gene ow detected,
it might be an indication of long-term social contacts and concomitant long-term 
bilingualism between peoples, if stable marriage relations are established with a particular 
community. Long-term bilingualism can result in lexical and grammatical calques and might
ultimately lead to large-scale structural changes, i.e. ‘metatypy’ according to Ross (2013: 
37).

3.3 Prehistoric contact between Bantu and Khoisan: a synthesis of the genetic data
Unfortunately, genetic data to elucidate which of the three possible contact situations has 
taken place are available for the speakers of only some of the Bantu click languages, 
especially among the SWB group. As can be seen by the overview provided in the top half 
of Table 2, the amount of Khoisan lineages varies considerably across the groups speaking 
Bantu languages with clicks, but in all populations mtDNA lineages of Khoisan origin are 
much more frequent than Khoisan Y-chromosomal lineages. (As shown by the data in the 
bottom half of the table, which will be discussed in more detail further below, populations 
speaking Bantu languages without clicks also carry genetic lineages of Khoisan origins. 
Intimate physical contact alone can therefore not be su cient for the copying of click 
consonants.)

Table 2: Autochthonous genetic lineages in some Bantu populations of southern Africa and 
functional load of clicks in the languages they speak

mtDNA Y-chrom. Click
Population Country N % N % Load Group Reference
Xhosa S. Africa 54 44 57 1.8 high SEB 1
Thembu Lesotho 24 42 23 4.3 high SEB 1
Zulu S. Africa 54 30 54 1.9 high SEB 1
Ndebele Lesotho 33 33 52 3.8 intermed. SEB 1
S. Sotho Lesotho 287 30 267 11.2 low SEB 1
Fwe Zambia 33 24 26 0 low SWB 2
Mbukushu Zambia/

Namibia
20 15 12 0 low SWB 2, 3, 4

Kgalagadi Botswana 19 53 21 15 marginal 3, 4
Tswana Botswana 17 30 18 0 zero 3, 4
Kalanga Botswana 17 35 19 0 zero 3, 4
Herero Namibia 30 16 29 17 zero 3, 4
Shanjo Zambia 24 16 13 0 zero 2
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N = number of individuals included in the genetic sample14

References: 1 = Marks et al. (2015); 2 = Barbieri et al. (2013a); 3 = Barbieri et al. (2014b) ; 4 = 
Bajić et al. (in preparation)

The data in Table 2 demonstrate that there was intimate physical contact between 
autochthonous peoples presumably speaking Khoisan languages and the ancestors of the 
Bantu-speaking groups who now speak languages with clicks. This indicates that click 
consonants were not copied in situations of casual contact – a conclusion which is well in 
accordance with the linguistic data. In casual linguistic encounters these phonemes, which 
are quite untypical of Bantu languages, are highly unlikely to have been copied, but would 
have been adapted to the phonology of the recipient language. A similar example of 
genetically detectable physical contact being associated with contact-induced linguistic 
changes can be found in northeastern Siberia: in this case, speakers of the Lamunkhin 
variety of Even, which has copied entire verbal paradigms from the neighbouring Turkic 
language Sakha (Yakut; Pakendorf, 2009, 2015), can be shown to have undergone fairly 
extensive Sakha gene ow in the paternal line (Duggan et al., 2013). However, frequently 
linguistic contact takes place in the absence of genetic contact, as in the case of the 
Hungarians, who are genetically indistinguishable from their Indo-European neighbours but 
who speak a Uralic language. This indicates that the Central European population – mostly 
speakers of Slavic languages – that were settled in the territory of what is now Hungary 
shifted to a Uralic language in the absence of gene ow from the invading Magyars (Csányi 
et al., 2008, Novembre et al. 2008, Semino et al. 2000, Tömöry et al. 2007).

As shown by the genetic survey, populations speaking Bantu languages with clicks are 
characterized by substantial proportions of Khoisan maternal ancestry (as shown by the high
frequencies of mtDNA haplogroups L0d and/or L0k) and near absence of Khoisan paternal 
ancestry. This female-biased gene ow demonstrates that language shift and ultimate 
absorption of entire groups15 of Khoisan into these Bantu-speaking populations is unlikely to
have played a major role in the copying of click consonants, either. The genetic results thus 
show that it was the inmarriage of substantial numbers speci cally of Khoisan-speaking 

14 It should be noted that sample sizes of 20 or more individuals allow for reliable inferences concerning the 
genetic structure of a population. Slightly lower sample sizes, as found for the Kgalagadi, Tswana, and 
Kalanga, are still acceptable. The Y-chromosomal samples of only 12 and 13 individuals for the Mbukushu and
the Shanjo, respectively, are low, however, and some autochthonous gene ow in the paternal line cannot be 
excluded.
15 With over 11% autochthonous Y-chromosome lineages the Southern Sotho are an exception to this rule. This
might be the result of the historically attested incorporation of entire Khoisan groups into the Sotho community
in the late 19th and early 20th century (Wright, 2007: 128). Whether this incorporation of Khoisan 
communities was accompanied by lexical copying is unknown. Interestingly, words with clicks in Southern 
Sotho are primarily from Nguni rather than from Khoisan (Doke & Mofokeng 1957).
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women that led to the copying of click phonemes – and the larger the number of such 
women, the larger the impact of the copying appears to have been in terms of number of 
click phonemes and proportion of the lexicon a ected (Table 2). In this context it is a great 
pity that genetic data for the Yeyi, whose language stands out among the SWB languages by
the high functional load of its clicks, are currently lacking. Given the data presented here, 
one would expect the Yeyi to have incorporated larger numbers of autochthonous women 
than the other populations speaking SWB languages.

However, while the inmarriage of substantial numbers of Khoisan-speaking women might
be a necessary condition for the copying of click consonants, it is certainly not su cient, as 
an overview of Khoisan lineages in southern African Bantu-speaking populations shows 
(Fig. 2, Table 2 bottom). For example, the Kgalagadi have the highest frequency of 
haplogroup L0d recorded to date in any Bantu-speaking population (53%; Barbieri et al., 
2014a) as well as carrying 15% autochthonous paternal lineages (Bajić et al., in 
preparation), but clicks in this language are extremely marginal, occurring in only one or 
two words depending on the variety16 (van der Merwe & Schapera, 1943; Dickens, 1986). 
Similarly, the frequency of Khoisan mtDNA lineages in the Tswana and Kalanga (30% and 
35%, respectively) is comparable to that found in the groups we here call SEB, and the 
frequency of haplogroups L0d and L0k in the Shanjo is on a par with that in the Mbukushu 
– and yet the Tswana, Kalanga and Shanjo do not speak languages with click consonants. 

[Insert Fig.2A, 2B here]
To summarize: the genetic data show that many of the Bantu-speaking populations of 

southern Africa were engaged in close physical interactions with the autochthonous 
Khoisan-speaking peoples of the region, and that these interactions involved the 
incorporation speci cally of Khoisan women into the Bantu speech communities. 
Furthermore, both the linguistic and the genetic data highlight the fact that the interactions 
between Khoisan-speaking foragers and immigrating Bantu-speaking food producers di ered
quite considerably across southern Africa. Not all the Bantu-speaking peoples entered into 
intimate contact with the indigenous peoples, and even where they did, such intermarriage 
did not always lead to the incorporation of click phonemes into the Bantu language. While 
clicks appear not only to have been copied but also maintained where relatively large 
numbers of autochthonous women were incorporated, the mere inmarriage of Khoisan 
women is obviously not a su cient prerequisite for this process. 

4 Explaining the discrepancy between the linguistic and genetic data

16 Lukusa & Monaka (2008: 10) suggest that clicks may be more common in the Tjhauba lect spoken in the 
Okavango area. 
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How can we explain the discrepancy between the genetic and the linguistic traces that were 
retained of the contact between Bantu-speaking immigrants and autochthonous Khoisan-
speaking groups, especially if we assume that the languages and the genes of the Bantu 
communities of southern Africa were shaped by the same event? One possible explanation is
that the di erent contact events di ered sociolinguistically and so led to di erent outcomes. 
In this case, the incorporation of Khoisan women would not always have led to the copying 
of highly salient click consonants, but may instead have sometimes had more subtle e ects 
on the languages spoken by these communities. As demonstrated by Naumann & Bibiko 
(2015), southern Africa as a whole (comprising both Bantu and Khoisan languages) 
constitutes a well-supported linguistic area within sub-Saharan Africa based on phonological
features. Such a degree of convergence of the Bantu and Khoisan languages cannot have 
come about merely through casual contact. Herero might constitute a speci c case of 
contact-induced changes other than copied clicks. Meinhof (1910: 135) suggests that contact
in uence from Nama has led to a marked increase in frequency of noun-noun and noun-verb
compounds, which are uncommon in Bantu languages, but quite common in Nama. This is 
reminiscent of the development of right-headed nominal compounds in some of the SWB 
languages under Khwe in uence (Gunnink et al., 2015) and the development of nominal 
su xes in some of the Bantu languages of southern Africa (Güldemann, 1999). Interestingly
Herero is spoken by the only Bantu community which has incorporated equal amounts of 
autochthonous maternal and paternal lineages17 (Table 2); this indicates that here the 
admixture was not as sex-biased as in the other contact situations. 

A second possibility, which we explore here, is that the contact events were indeed 
similar across southern Africa and had similar results in all the communities concerned, but 
that later events erased the traces of this outcome in some languages, i.e. that initially copied
clicks were subsequently lost. Such “click loss” is known both from Bantu languages with 
clicks and from Khoisan languages. For instance, comparison with other Nguni languages 
shows that Swati appears to have lost its lateral click altogether and lost the contrast 
between dental and alveolar clicks (Ziervogel, 1952; Nussbaum et al., 1969; Rycroft, 1981; 
Taljaard et al., 1991). Northern Ndebele appears to have lost all its clicks (Herbert, 1990: 
124), as seen in Table 1. Fwe also exhibits click loss in its northern variety, which borders 
on clickless Bantu languages such as Shanjo, but not its southern variety, which is spoken 
near other click languages such as Yeyi and Khwe. As discussed in detail by (Gunnink, 
forthcoming), this is shown by the fact that clicks in the southern variety correspond to velar
consonants in the northern variety in a systematic way, even in those cases where 
comparative evidence shows that the clicks in southern Fwe replaced not a velar, but /ʒ/, 

17 It should be noted however, that Wood et al. (2005) nd no autochthonous Y-chromosomal lineages among
their sample of 24 Herero.  This implies that the Herero are genetically substructured to some extent; it  is
currently unknown whether this genetic structure correlates with any linguistic di erences.
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/r/, /t/ and other consonants. The fact that these words, too, contain velar consonants in 
northern Fwe, and not the original consonant that occured before click insertion, shows that 
northern Fwe used to have clicks, but lost them by replacing them with velar non-click 
consonants. 
There are various reasons for the loss of click consonants: 1) natural phonological processes,
2) large numbers of speakers of non-click languages shifting to a click language, or 3) 
stigmatization of click languages and their speakers.

Several instances of click loss which might be due to natural phonological processes have
been described for Khoisan languages. For instance, Ju lects spoken in the southeast have 
merged the Proto-Ju retro ex clicks with the central alveolar click type, while northern Ju 
lects have merged the retro ex clicks with the lateral click; only Grootfontein !Xuun still 
maintains a contrast between these clicks (Sands, 2010). Since contact with Bantu languages
or Afrikaans cannot explain the direction of these mergers in the di erent Ju dialect areas, 
they are likely to have been internal changes. Similarly, Job (2011, 2014) describes click 
loss in the Sesfontein variety of Khoekhoe spoken in Northern Namibia. Although 
Sesfontein Khoekhoe is in contact with Afrikaans, so that one could suspect Afrikaans 
in uence as the reason for this change, the same is true for varieties of the language that do 
not drop clicks, making internal changes more likely. 

Click loss may also occur when signi cant numbers of speakers shift to a language with 
clicks not found in their L1, as in the cases of Old Ngoni, Lozi, Sowetan Zulu, and 
Fanagalo. Older people who identi ed as Ngoni in historic times spoke a language with 
clicks (as found in Zulu), while younger speakers reduced the system to a single click type 
(as found in Sotho)  (Elmslie, 1891: 2; Spiss, 1904: 273) as a result of contact with Sotho 
serfs (Ngonyani, 2001). This variety of Old Ngoni was itself in contact with clickless 
Tanzanian languages spoken by peoples subjugated by the Ngoni who used "various 
combinations of consonants as substitutes for clicks" (Elmslie, 1891: 2). Here, the agentivity
of the more numerous L2 learners appears to have been more decisive than the prestige of 
the Ngoni leaders, leading to click loss rather than maintenance. Lozi, the socioculturally 
dominant language of western Zambia, shows a similar case of click loss. This Sotho 
language lost its clicks when large numbers of speakers of the clickless language Luyana 
were incorporated into the speech community e.g. Southern Sotho [hoǃ̀aĺa]̀ > Lozi [kùkaĺa]̀ 
'to begin' (Gowlett, 1989). The urban variety of Zulu spoken in Soweto has lost the contrast 
between dental and post-alveolar clicks found in Zulu as spoken in rural areas of Kwazulu-
Natal due to the high number of L2 speakers who do not have this contrast in their L1 
(Southern Sotho) (Gunnink, 2014: 164-165). Similarly, in Fanagalo, a Zulu-based pidgin 
spoken in South Africa not only by speakers of Bantu languages but also by Europeans, 
clicks are frequently replaced by /k/, especially by Europeans (Cole, 1953: 4). These 
examples show that it is possible that some populations speaking Bantu languages may have 
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copied clicks which were later lost because of subsequent incorporation of speakers of 
another language with fewer (or no) clicks.

Click loss in Khoisan languages has also been suggested to occur in situations of intense 
contact with sociopolitically dominant Bantu languages without clicks, since clicks are 
salient features of the “Bushman” languages that elicit ridicule and derision among the 
dominant Bantu speakers (Wilmsen & Voßen, 1990: 23-24). In this view, systemic click loss
is “perceived as a means of legitimizing these languages and of weakening the identi cation
of the speakers of these languages with an underclass” (Wilmsen & Voßen, 1990: 22). In 
Eastern Kalahari Khoe languages spoken in eastern Botswana, the alveolar and palatal clicks
have been replaced by non-click consonants (Traill & Voßen, 1997: 25-26), with the most 
extensive replacement found in languages spoken in areas with archaeological evidence for 
close interactions between foragers and agropastoralists since ~1500 BP (Traill & Voßen, 
1997: 35). However, this process may well have taken place as a Khoe-internal change as 
well as through contact with Bantu languages, since the language Ts'ixa of northern 
Botswana appears to have lost its clicks through contact with its close relative Shua (Fehn, 
forthcoming). Click loss was reported by Bleek (1927: 56) for Angolan !Xuun, where young
men who were bilingual in the Bantu language Nyemba replaced the alveolar and the lateral 
click with non-click stop consonants, and it is also attested in Mupa (Angolan) !Xuun, even 
though not all speakers are bilingual in the Bantu language Kwanyama18 (Fehn, 
forthcoming). It is thus possible that Bantu languages that had copied clicks from Khoisan 
languages at earlier stages of their history lost them later on due to social pressure from 
more dominant clickless languages.

It is important to note that click loss in situations of changing prestige need not have been
the quasi-conscious process to rid the language of stigmatized segments suggested by 
Wilmsen & Vossen (1990). Adaptation of foreign segments in copies is in uenced by the 
prestige of the donor language at the time of copying, with foreign sounds more likely to be 
retained in those semantic domains where the donor language has high prestige. Should the 
sociolinguistic situation change, foreign elements might simply undergo the usual adaptation
to the phonology of the recipient language (Lev-Ari et al., 2014: 675-676). For instance, in 
Tswana some plant names possibly copied from Khoisan have velar stops in place of the 
clicks in the potential Khoisan source lexemes, e.g. mo-kala 'camel thorn, Acacia erioloba'
(Cole, 1995: 214), cf. ǂHoan ǁaĺa ̀(Sands, eld notes); Gǀui ǁaŕa ̏(Nakagawa, 2014). The same
is true for Herero, where clicks in Khoekhoe borrowings are replaced by /k/ or /h/ (Meinhof,
1910: 131). It is currently not possible to distinguish whether these words were rst copied 
with a click which was later changed to a non-click consonant in adaptation to the 

18 This is a variant of Ambo (aka Ovambo), speakers of which have been included in Y-chromosome studies, 
as seen in Fig.2B.
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phonology of the Bantu, or whether the phonological adaptation took place at the time of 
copying.

Given the lack of historical data, we cannot conclusively identify the reasons that 
precluded the copying of clicks even where large numbers of Khoisan individuals were 
incorporated into the Bantu-speaking communities. However, by comparing the linguistic 
and genetic evidence for contact in those communities where they exist, namely the SEB 
and SWB groups, we can obtain further insights into the prehistoric contact between 
autochthonous Khoisan and immigrating Bantu.

5 Contact in the history of the southeast Bantu speech communities

For the Nguni languages it has been suggested that the copying of clicks took place through 
several centuries of very intimate contact between the Bantu agropastoralists and Khoekhoe 
herders, who would have been on an equal social footing and whose cattle-centred cultures 
would have been compatible with each other (Herbert, 2002). In addition, the proliferation 
of clicks in these Bantu languages is assumed to have been enhanced by a system of in-law 
taboo called hlonipha19, in which inmarrying women are expected to avoid pronouncing not 
only the names of several in-laws, but also composite syllables (Irvine & Gal, 2000; 
Herbert, 2002: 303-306). The insertion of clicks to modify taboo syllables also led to the 
occurrence of clicks in native Bantu vocabulary.

With the currently available genetic data it is di cult to assess the scenario of contact 
speci cally with Khoekhoe pastoralists because the pastoralist Khoekhoe and foraging !Ui-
speaking populations of South Africa may have been quite closely related genetically (Nurse
et al., 1985: 222; Schlebusch et al., 2012: their Fig. 2C; Uren et al. 2016), thus making it 
hard to distinguish their relative contributions to the Bantu-speaking agropastoralists. This 
problem is exacerbated by the fact that both the Khoekhoe pastoralists as well as the !Ui 
foragers known from historical sources have been assimilated into other populations of 
South Africa. The so-called Coloured populations of South Africa might have incorporated 
both the descendants of Khoekhoe pastoralists as well as of former foragers (Nurse, Weiner,
and Jenkins 1985, 83-89, 235), whereas the “Karretjie people” are probably partly 
descended from the ǀXam-speaking foragers of the northern Cape (Traill 2007, 137). The 
ǂKhomani are in part descendants of !Ui-speaking foragers of the southern Kalahari as well 
as having incorporated Khoekhoe-speaking and Coloured groups (Schenck 2008, 90-94, 
100-105). Thus, the small amount of autosomal gene ow20 from Khoisan-speaking groups 

19 It is possible, however, that the system of language avoidance itself was an import from Khoisan, as was rst
suggested by Tony Traill, who noted that lexical avoidance is under-documented in Khoisan but does occur. 
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detected in South African Bantu-speaking populations is equally attributable to the Nama, 
the “Karretjie people”, or the ǂKhomani (Schlebusch et al. 2012: Fig. 2C).

Nevertheless, the mtDNA data show some evidence of inmarriage in the maternal line not
only of Khoekhoe pastoralists, but also of forager groups, as summarized in Table 3. The 
table is based on Fig. 2 of Schlebusch et al. (2013), which presents the relationships among 
mtDNA sequences in a network. The table is split into three parts, presenting data on 
sequences that are directly shared with Khoisan populations or their probable descendants 
(A), on sequences that di er by one mutation from those found in Khoisan populations or 
their descendants (B), and on sequences that di er by two mutations (C), and it includes 
information on the probable or known subsistence of the groups, as far as possible. In the 
network produced by Schlebusch et al. (2013), some populations were grouped; these are the
“Karretjie people” and the Karoo Coloured, the ǂKhomani and the Northern Cape Coloured,
as well as the southeastern Bantu-speakers themselves. The latter comprise a sample of 22 
Sotho and Tswana, ve Swazi, and 36 Zulu and Xhosa. As can be seen from the table, the 
“southeastern Bantu-speakers” share more sequences directly with forager groups than with 
the Nama or Coloured populations. Sequences that are not directly shared, however, are 
separated by one or two mutations from sequences largely found in the descendants of South
African forager groups and Coloureds, whose ancestry may include both foragers and 
Khoekhoe pastoralists, and Khoekhoe-speaking Nama pastoralists. This – admittedly very 
coarse-grained – picture thus points towards a likely maternal contribution not only of 
Khoekhoe pastoralists, but also of South African forager populations in the history of the 
SEB populations, although this conclusion is very tentative until it can be con rmed with 
genetic data covering more markers and more Khoisan populations. 

Table 3: Autochthonous mtDNA lineages in “southeastern Bantu-speakers” (Schlebusch et 
al. 2013: their Fig. 2)

A: Sequences directly shared with Khoisan populations or probable descendants thereof

forager descendants/mixed pastoralist forager
Seq # Hg Karretjie/

K.Col
(107)

C.Col 

(20)

ǂKhomani /
N.C.Col

(97)

Nama

(28)

Ju|’hoan

(42)

!Xuun

(49)

Naro

(2)

ǁXegwi/
Duma

(4)

20 The autosomes refer to all of the human chromosomes with the exception of the Y-chromosome found only 
in men and the X-chromosome present in two copies in women and one copy in men. MtDNA is an entirely 
di erent molecule found not in the cell nucleus like the chromosomes, but in separate cell structures called 
mitochondria.
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1 L0k + + +
2 L0d3 +
3 L0d1c +
4 L0d1b + + + +
5 L0d1b +
6 L0dx +
7 L0d2a + + + + + +
8 L0d2a +

Seq # = arbitrary number assigned by us to autochthonous sequences found in the “southeastern 
Bantu-speakers”
HG = Haplogroup to which a given sequence belongs
K.Col = Karoo Coloured
C. Col = Cape Coloured
N.C. Col = Northern Cape Coloured
In brackets = number of samples included in the group

B: Sequences one mutation distant from Khoisan populations or their probable descendants
 

forager descendants/mixed pastoralist foragers
Seq # Hg Karretjie/

K.Col
(107)

C.Col 

(20)

ǂKhomani/
N.C.Col

(97)

Nama

(28)

Ju|’hoan

(42)

!Xuun

(49)

Naro

(2)

ǁXegwi/
Duma

(4)
9 L0d1b +
10 L0d1b +
11 L0d1b + + + +
12 L0d2a + +
13 L0d2a + + + + + +
14 L0d2a + + + + + +
15 L0d2a + +

Legend as for Table A. 

C: Sequences two mutations distant from Khoisan populations or their probable descendants

forager descendants/mixed pastoralist forager
Seq # Hg Karretjie/

K.Col
(107)

C.Col 

(20)

ǂKhomani/
N.C.Col

(97)

Nama

(28)

Ju|’hoan

(42)

!Xuun

(49)

Naro

(2)

ǁXegwi/
Duma

(4)
16 L0d3 + +
17 L0d1a + +
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18 L0d2a + + + + + +
Legend as for Table A. 

It is thus possible that the Nguni peoples were in close contact with both socially equal 
pastoralists as well as with foragers. This is in good accordance with Hammond-Tooke’s 
suggestion (1998, 1999) that certain elements of ritual among the Nguni were borrowed 
from San foragers rather than from Khoekhoe-speaking pastoralists. It is notable that the 
linguistic evidence for contact points much more towards Khoekhoe than !Ui languages 
spoken by foragers as the source of clicks in the Nguni languages, which indicates that 
socioculturally the contact between the ancestors of the Nguni and the Khoisan-speaking 
foragers would have di ered quite considerably from that in which Nguni and pastoralists 
were involved. 

6 Contact in the history of the southwest Bantu speech communities

The small size of the click inventory and the low number of words carrying a click in 
Manyo, Kwangali, Mbukushu, and Fwe has been interpreted as an indication of fairly casual
Khoisan-Bantu contact (Fisch, 1998: 11). However, there is evidence that the copying of 
these phonemes was in actual fact the result of intense contact. As we discuss in detail in
Bostoen & Sands (2012) and in Gunnink et al. (2015), click phonemes have been integrated 
into words of Bantu origin – in contrast to what is claimed by Herbert (2002: 307) and in 
the absence of a system of in-law naming taboo as that known from the Nguni languages
(cf. Seidel, 2009: 246). Furthermore, loanwords have been integrated not into the default 
noun class commonly used for copied items, but into semantically appropriate noun classes, 
a process called “paralexi cation” by Mous (2001). Both of these changes are indicative of 
conscious language manipulation not usually found in situations of casual contact (Mous, 
2003: 223, 226-227). Furthermore, there is evidence of calquing and structural change, 
namely the development of head- nal compounds untypical of Bantu languages, as a result 
of in uence from Khwe. We therefore suggest that the evidence for paralexi cation and 
language manipulation through spread of clicks to Bantu words might be an indication that 
“speakers of SWB languages once valued Khoisan origins and positively identi ed with 
these” (Gunnink et al., 2015). Unfortunately, we can assess this statement only for the Fwe 
of southwestern Zambia and the Mbukushu of southwestern Zambia and northeastern 
Namibia, for whom molecular anthropological data are available (Barbieri et al., 2013a; 
Barbieri et al., 2014b). 
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As shown in Table 2, the mtDNA analyses provide evidence for considerable levels of 
autochthonous gene ow in the maternal line into the Fwe (where haplogroups L0d and L0k 
are present at ~24% frequency) as well as into the Mbukushu (15% L0d and L0k). In 
contrast, the neighbouring southwest Zambian Bantu-speaking groups carry an average of 
only 3% of L0d/L0k lineages (Fig. 2), with the exception of the Shanjo, who do not speak a 
click language but have 16% L0d/L0k (Table 2) (Barbieri et al., 2013a; Barbieri et al., 
2014b). Neither the Fwe nor the Mbukushu carry any Y-chromosomal lineages of 
autochthonous origin (Table 2). It should be pointed out, however, that both the Fwe and the
Mbukushu are in closer geographical contact with Khwe than with other Khoisan-speaking 
groups (Gunnink et al., 2015). Since the Khwe have high frequencies of Y-chromosomal 
haplogroups that are characteristic of Bantu-speaking populations (Knight et al., 2003; 
Soodyall et al., 2008; Bajić et al., in preparation), paternal gene ow involving these 
lineages would not necessarily be detectable. However, it is unlikely that the Fwe and 
Mbukushu have experienced large amounts of paternal gene ow from the Khwe, since the 
Khwe carry a particular Y-chromosomal haplogroup called E1b1b in high frequency (Henn 
et al., 2008; Bajić et al., in preparation). This is practically absent among southern African 
Bantu (de Filippo et al., 2011) and like their Bantu neighbours the Fwe and the Mbukushu 
lack this haplogroup. Nor is it likely that the Fwe and Mbukushu have been in contact with a
hitherto unknown Khoisan-speaking population with very distinct paternal lineages, even if 
it did not carry the ‘signature’ autochthonous lineages, as they do not have higher levels of 
Y-chromosomal diversity than their neighbours.

The genetic data are particularly interesting with respect to the contact situation involving
the Fwe for three reasons: 1) the Fwe carry divergent L0k lineages not found in any 
currently known Khoisan populations; 2) the Fwe carry several distinct autochthonous 
lineages that must have been incorporated via separate admixture events; and 3) the only 
mtDNA lineages shared between the Fwe and the Mbukushu and the Fwe and the Shanjo are
autochthonous lineages.

Whereas the Fwe L0d lineages are closely related to lineages found in extant Khoisan-
speaking populations, their L0k lineages belong to two very divergent branches of this 
haplogroup that are not found in present-day Khoisan, but only in Bantu, especially in 
Bantu-speaking populations of Zambia (Barbieri et al., 2013b). The interpretation of these 
data is that this area, which is nowadays occupied only by Bantu-speaking food producers, 
used to be inhabited by foragers genetically distantly related to Khoisan-speaking foragers, 
but that these did not leave any descendants other than those that were incorporated into 
Bantu-speaking communities through in-marriage of women. It is notable that the Fwe carry 
the highest frequencies of these divergent L0k lineages found in any population studied to 
date. Thus, the ancestors of the Fwe must have admixed intensively with a population (or 
populations) that later on ceased to exist as a separate ethnolinguistic group – a scenario that
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is in good accordance with the fact that many of the non-Bantu words with clicks in the 
SWB languages cannot be traced to a known Khoisan language, but might stem from a now 
extinct language (Gunnink et al., 2015). 

The autochthonous lineages in the Fwe are too diverse to have stemmed from only one or
two founding mothers. Instead, of the ve separate L0d/L0k lineages found in the Fwe 
sample included in the study, four are so divergent that they can only be the result of 
separate admixture events. Since mtDNA is transmitted only in the maternal line, any 
woman with autochthonous female ancestry who remained without o spring or who had 
only sons would not have passed on her mtDNA lineage to future generations beyond her 
sons. Such cases of intermarriage would therefore remain undetected in the current gene 
pool of the Fwe. Thus, the genetic data indicate that the contact between the ancestors of the
Fwe and the autochthonous foragers must have been fairly intense, involving numerous 
autochtonous women; such intense contact may have taken place over a relatively long 
period of time. 

The Fwe share L0d and/or L0k lineages not with Khoisan populations, but only with the 
Mbukushu and the Shanjo, who speak a closely related Bantu language without clicks. It is 
noteworthy that only these L0d and L0k lineages are shared between Fwe and Shanjo and 
Fwe and Mbukushu, not any lineages belonging to haplogroups found more widely in these 
and other Bantu-speaking populations. Interestingly, the Mbukushu do not share any L0d or 
L0k sequences directly with extant Khoisan-speaking populations, not even with the Khwe, 
with whom they are reported to interact very closely (Fisch, 2005).

In summary, the genetic data provide indications that the contact between the Fwe 
ancestors and the Khoisan communities may have taken place at a relatively early period of 
the Bantu immigration into southern Africa. This can be deduced from the fact that the 
majority of the autochthonous mtDNA lineages found in the Fwe belong to divergent 
branches of haplogroup L0k which are found only in the northern range of the L0k 
distribution. It is thus likely that the ancestors of the Fwe incorporated these lineages fairly 
early in their prehistory, upon their arrival in what is now Zambia. Historical linguistic 
research is in support of such a scenario of early contact between the Bantu-speaking 
ancestors of current-day Fwe and Khoisan speakers. The Western Botatwe subgroup, to 
which Fwe and other closely related languages spoken in Zambia’s Western Province 
belong, is an early split from Proto-Botatwe (de Luna, 2010: 79).

Furthermore, both the Shanjo and the Mbukushu appear to have preferentially married 
Fwe women with Khoisan maternal ancestry: they share their L0d and L0k lineages with the
Fwe rather than with Khoisan-speaking populations, making it unlikely that they 
incorporated these lineages through direct inmarriage of Khoisan women. Since the L0d/L0k
sequences found in the Shanjo and Mbukushu comprise a subset of the sequences found in 
the Fwe, the direction of gene ow is more likely to have been from Fwe into Shanjo and 
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Mbukushu than vice versa. Intriguingly, however, these L0d and L0k sequences are the only
sequences that the Shanjo and Mbukushu share with the Fwe; they do not share any 
sequences that belong to haplogroups commonly found in Bantu-speaking populations, even 
though such Bantu haplogroups are widespread in all three populations. This restricted 
amount of sharing is not due to genetic isolation of any of these populations, since all three 
share several non-autochthonous mtDNA sequences with other neighbouring Bantu-speaking
populations (Barbieri et al., 2013a). Rather, the ancestors of the Shanjo and the Mbukushu 
must have been preferentially marrying Fwe women with Khoisan maternal ancestry. There 
are various possible reasons for such preferential marriage patterns: women with Khoisan 
ancestry may have required less bridewealth payment, or they may have been more willing 
to leave the Fwe community for another one. However, given the fact that Fwe is a language
which has maintained copied click consonants and even incorporated them into words of 
Bantu origin (Gunnink et al. 2015), it is also possible that Khoisan maternal ancestry was 
viewed positively. 

7 Discussion and Conclusions

Clicks in Bantu languages clearly have a variegated history: contrary to what is widely 
assumed, they are not necessarily hard to copy (cf. Güldemann & Stoneking, 2008), nor are 
they always due to contact with Khoisan peoples, but they might be the result of 
independent innovations or of contact with a Bantu click language (cf. Section 2). 
Nevertheless, in several present-day Bantu languages spoken in southern Africa, clicks are 
indeed the most salient residue of past interactions with Khoisan languages, and their 
presence cannot be explained solely by sociocultural factors such as hlonipha, in contrast to 
Herbert’s (2002) suggestion.

Various factors might have played a role in shaping the diverse linguistic e ects of the 
contact between Bantu-speaking immigrants and autochthonous peoples speaking Khoisan 
languages that is detected in the genetic data. The genetically detectable physical contact 
may have taken place in di erent sociocultural situations, so that the linguistic outcome of 
this contact di ered, with clicks being copied in some cases and structural changes, such as 
the compounds observed in Herero, taking place in others. It is therefore possible that more 
detailed linguistic investigations will uncover less noticeable contact-induced changes in the 
Bantu languages spoken by communities with genetic evidence of close interactions with 
Khoisan populations. Both copying of clicks and copying of syntactic structures (involving 
typologically dissimilar languages) implies close contact with extensive bilingualism. 
However, structural changes are indicative of a somewhat di erent kind of contact situation,
since morphological or phonological forms are often emblematic of a particular lect and as 
such are more susceptible to speakers’ control. Structural features are less emblematic and 
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thus more frequently copied even in situations where speech communities eschew language 
mixing (e.g. Aikhenvald, 2002, 213-216; Ross 2003, 189). Copying highly salient click 
consonants, in contrast, is unlikely to escape anyone’s notice, so that copied click 
consonants are more likely to serve as ags of a new identity (Gunnink et al., 2015).

Clicks may also have been copied early on but lost when the speech community 
incorporated large numbers of speakers of clickless languages, or when social relations 
changed and the clicks that were once associated with a domain of prestige were gradually 
adapted to the phonology of the Bantu language. It is also possible that some Bantu 
communities came into contact with Khoisan-speaking groups at a time when the social 
status of the Bantu and Khoisan communities had become imbalanced, so that click 
consonants were avoided as markers of the low-status language. This might explain the 
nding that in some possible loans from Khoisan languages in Tswana clicks were replaced 

with velars, as discussed in Section 4.
A further possibility is that the presence or absence of clicks in contemporary Bantu 

languages is not due to any sociocultural di erences in the contact situation, but simply a 
matter of time, and that copied clicks are gradually eroded in all languages until they are 
fully lost. In this case, the contact undergone by the ancestors of the Manyo, Kwangali, 
Mbukushu, and Fwe would have taken place a substantially longer time ago than the contact
experienced by the ancestors of the Yeyi, Xhosa, and Zulu, since these latter languages still 
have a large number of di erent click phonemes with a high functional load.

The ancestors of the Nguni peoples are indeed hypothesized to have immigrated to the 
area only within the last 1000 years (Mitchell, 2002: 287-288), so that the contact with 
Khoisan populations would have taken place relatively recently. However, the ancestors of 
Sotho-Tswana peoples are also hypothesized to have been among the late wave of migration
that brought the Nguni-speaking groups to South Africa (Mitchell, 2002: 287-288), and the 
direct ancestors of the Tswana and Kgalagadi probably migrated to what is now Botswana 
as recently as 350 years ago (Kiyaga-Mulindwa, 1993: 386; Segobye, 1998). Given the high 
frequencies of autochthonous mtDNA lineages in Tswana and Kgalagadi (Table 2), they 
must have been in contact with groups presumably speaking Khoisan languages. Although 
this contact would have taken place relatively recently, these languages currently do not 
have clicks as regular consonants. There thus does not seem to be a simple correlation 
between time since contact and amount of clicks – although it will be possible to address 
this question directly in the future with more re ned genetic methods and using data from 
the entire genome.

Nevertheless, the current genetic data already indicate that the contact between the 
ancestors of the Fwe and the autochthonous populations must have been among the earliest 
such contact events, as shown by the very divergent L0k lineages the Fwe carry in high 
frequency (cf. Section 6). Yet speakers of Fwe maintained clicks, which indicates that time 
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since contact is not the only factor determining the current distribution of clicks, but that 
social factors also play a role not only in the adoption of click consonants, but also in their 
subsequent maintenance.

Status-related social issues such as prestige of some kind (be that economic, ritual, or 
medicinal) may also have played a role in the outcome of Khoisan-Bantu contact. 
Nowadays, the Khoisan-speaking peoples of southern Africa who traditionally practised a 
foraging life-style occupy the lowest rungs of the social ladder (Wilmsen & Voßen, 1990; 
Rousset, 2003: 5; Bolaane, 2013: 217; Thiem & Jones, 2014: 350-351). This social inequity 
makes it unlikely that any Bantu-speaking community would ag intimate contact with 
Khoisan-speaking foragers by adopting click consonants, since in sociopolitically unequal 
relationships it is commonly the forager communities who adopt cultural elements from their
dominant agropastoralist neighbours, rather than the other way round (Jolly, 1996: 279). For
instance, Kgalagadi relations with Lala (former !Xóõ speakers, cf. Monaka & Lepekoane, 
2008) are far from equitable (Silberbauer & Kuper, 1966), and Kgalagadi speakers have not 
adopted clicks in spite of large-scale intermarriage with autochthonous foragers (see Table 
2). However, the fact that clicks as highly salient loan phonemes did survive in certain 
Bantu languages and that their use was even extended to neologisms and inherited Bantu 
vocabulary, as discussed in detail by Gunnink et al. (2015), suggests that they may have 
indexed a positive identity in times when social relations between Khoisan- and Bantu-
speakers were still more egalitarian.

In this respect the intriguing fact that the ancestors of the Mbukushu and the Shanjo 
appear to have preferentially married Fwe women with Khoisan maternal ancestry takes on a
new light. It is of course possible that these women were preferred marriage partners 
because they required less bride price, as is currently observed in interactions between Bantu
agriculturalists and hunter-gatherers in the rainforest (Verdu et al. 2013), or that they were 
more willing to marry into another community since their social networks in the community 
of origin were weaker. However, it is also possible that they were preferred as marriage 
partners because Khoisan ancestry was a valued asset. This may certainly have been so in 
the period of the rst Bantu expansions in southern Africa, when Bantu-speaking newcomers
were heavily dependent on the knowledge of autochthonous communities, especially 
Khoisan foragers, to survive in an unfamiliar habitat (cf. Vansina, 2004: 46-47). Such 
relatively egalitarian interactions have also been suggested for the early contact between 
Bantu-speaking food producers and Pygmy foragers in the Central African forest (Klieman, 
2003). In this context, intermarriage with indigenous women may have been an e cient 
survival strategy. In early Bantu-speaking groups that were still small, the demographic and 
linguistic impact of these Khoisan-speaking mothers would have been very strong.

Furthermore, the indigenous populations may have had relatively high prestige in certain 
domains due to their close ties to the land and its spirits, or due to speci c skills as hunters, 
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healers, rainmakers or metal workers. This has been suggested, for example, for the 
interactions of the Batwa foragers and Ekonda agriculturalists in the Congo Basin, where the
Batwa were “…recognized as masters of the forest and owners of re, that is, as aboriginal 
inhabitants whose intercession was necessary to the success of the smelt” (Herbert, 2012: 
28). Similar considerations might have characterized the involvement of the !Xuun in the 
Kwanyama mining process (Herbert, 2012). It is notable in this respect that the words 
containing click consonants in the SWB languages belong particularly to the domain of 
hunting, shing, and foraging or denote local fauna and ora (Gunnink et al., 2015: 204-
205), which might be an indication that the Khoisan peoples were accorded some prestige 
for their skills as hunters and foragers, even though they might have been less respected in 
other domains. Such a polyvalent relationship of dominant societies towards “peripatetic” 
communities who provide them with certain services is discussed in detail by Bollig (2005). 

Our results thus indicate that the social interactions between the ancestors of the Bantu 
peoples speaking languages with clicks and the autochthonous Khoisan may have been more
egalitarian at early stages of the Bantu expansion into southern Africa, in contrast to the 
frontier model proposed by Megaw (1977) and Alexander (1984). This model suggests that 
interactions between expanding food producers and autochthonous foragers would have been
characterized by aggression and hostility during the early stages of the expansion of the food
producers into new territory (called a “moving frontier” in the model) until the food 
producers had occupied all usable land. However, the ancestors of the Fwe appear to have 
entered into contact with autochthonous foragers at a very early stage of the Bantu 
expansion into southern Africa, as evidenced by the divergent L0k lineages they have 
incorporated, and should therefore still have been part of a moving frontier. Yet the genetic 
and linguistic results discussed in this article provide some indication that this contact 
involved close and possibly egalitarian interactions with the autochthonous forager groups 
rather than being characterized by hostility. 

Only when Bantu speech communities were well established, grew bigger and gained 
political power and wealth may Khoisan identity and ancestry have lost social signi cance 
and were Khoisan speakers pushed towards the societal marginalization of which most 
remaining communities are still victim today. Such a warped social order may not only have
discouraged the use of Khoisan languages themselves, but even the continuation of language
features reminiscent of Khoisan when speaking a Bantu language. In such a Bantu speech 
community indexing Khoisan identity may not have been the best gateway to social success,
even if many of its members had Khoisan ancestry. Clicks, the most salient linguistic traces 
of Khoisan ancestry, became less positively valued to the point that their functional load 
diminished in the Bantu languages or was even reduced to zero. This can be seen in Fwe: 
although the genetic data provide tentative indications that Khoisan maternal ancestry may 
once have been a valuable asset, these ties are losing their prestige. Clicks are being 
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progressively lost, and the northern variety spoken in the vicinity of clickless Bantu 
languages has lost its clicks entirely (cf. Section 4). This nding suggests that it should be 
possible to nd words of Khoisan origin in which clicks have been replaced with non-click 
consonants in the languages spoken by communities with a large amount of Khoisan 
maternal ancestry. This might be the case for Tswana and Herero, as we discuss in Section 
4, but more linguistic analysis is required to verify our hypothesis.

Figure Legends

Figure 1: Approximate distribution of Bantu languages in southern Africa mentioned in the 
text with clicks as regular consonants (red), marginal clicks (green), and no click consonants
(black).

Figure 2: Proportion of autochthonous genetic lineages (black) in Bantu-speaking 
populations of southern Africa. The populations speaking click languages are labelled in red.
Abbreviations: AMB = Ambo (aka Ovambo); BIS = Bisa; CHO = Chopi; CHW = 
Chwabo; GAN = Ganguela; HER = Herero; HIM = Himba; KAL = Kalanga; KGA = 
Kgalagadi; KUN = Kunda; KUV = Kuvale; KWA = Kwamashi; MAK = Makhuwa; 
MKND = Makonde; MBU = Mbukushu; NDA = Ndau; NDE = Ndebele; NGU = 
Nguni; NKO = Nkoya; NYAK = Nyaneka; NYAJ = Nyanja; NYU = Nyungwe; OVI = 
Ovimbundu; RON = Ronga; SEN = Sena; SHNG = Shangaan; SHA = Shanjo; SHO = 
Shona; SOT = Sotho; SUB = Subiya; THE = Thembu; TNG = Tonga (Mozambique); 
TON = Tonga (Zambia); TOT = Totela; TSW = Tswana; XHO = Xhosa; ZUL = Zulu. 
A. Mitochondrial DNA haplogroups L0d and L0k. Data from: Salas et al. (2002); Castri et 
al. (2009); Coelho et al. (2009); de Filippo et al. (2010); Barbieri et al. (2013b); Barbieri et 
al. (2014a); Barbieri et al. (2014b); Marks et al. (2015). B. Y-chromosomal haplogroups 
A3b1 and B2b. Data from: Wood et al. (2005); Coelho et al. (2009); de Filippo et al. (2010);
Marks et al. (2015); Bajić et al. (in preparation). 
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Figure 1 Approximate distribution of the Bantu languages in southern Africa mentioned in

the text: with clicks as regular consonants (red), with marginal clicks (green), and without click consonants (black)
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Figure 2a Proportion of autochthonous genetic lineages (black) in Bantu-speaking

populations of southern Africa. The populations speaking click languages are

labelled in red. Abbreviations: amb = Ambo (aka Ovambo); bis = Bisa; cho = Chopi;

chw = Chwabo; gan = Ganguela; her = Herero; him = Himba; kal = Kalanga; kga

= Kgalagadi; kun = Kunda; kuv = Kuvale; kwa = Kwamashi; mak = Makhuwa;

mknd = Makonde; mbu = Mbukushu; nda = Ndau; nde = Ndebele; ngu = Nguni;

nko = Nkoya; nyak = Nyaneka; nyaj = Nyanja; nyu = Nyungwe; ovi = Ovimbundu;

ron = Ronga; sen = Sena; shng = Shangaan; sha = Shanjo; sho = Shona; sot =

Sotho; sub = Subiya; the = Thembu; tng = Tonga (Mozambique); ton = Tonga

(Zambia); tot = Totela; tsw = Tswana; xho = Xhosa; zul = Zulu. a. Mitochondrial

dna haplogroups L0d and L0k.

data from: salas et al. (2002); castri et al. (2009); coelho et al.

(2009); de filippo et al. (2010); barbieri et al. (2013b); barbieri et al. (2014a); barbieri et al. (2014b); marks et al. 
(2015)
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Figure 2b Y-chromosomal haplogroups A3b1 and B2b

data from: wood et al. (2005); coelho et al. (2009); de filippo et al. (2010); marks et al. (2015); bajić et al. (in 
preparation)
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